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Background Leading to Our Inquiry (Slide 2) 
 
During the previous school year, we did a book study on the Fundamental 5.  We have been 
focusing on improving instructional strategies in the classroom.  One problem teachers were 
facing was… How do they include the Fundamental 5 practices with everything else that is 
required as part of their curriculum? 
 
The Purpose of Our Inquiry (Slide 3)  
 
Therefore, the purpose of our action inquiry was to help create a document that would help guide 

teachers as to what is expected during instruction in various curriculum areas. 

 
Our Wondering (Slide 4)  
 
With this purpose, we wondered in what ways can creating curriculum/instructional framework 
norms effect teacher instruction to implement deliberate practice and intentional teaching? 
 
Our sub-questions we also discussed were: 

 What data do we want to collect that will impact instruction in classrooms? 
 Will teacher input on effective instruction help build our schoolwide curriculum 

norms? 
 What do we do once norms are created?  What are our action steps (changes, 

innovations, or interventions that need to take place)? 
 Will staff feel that the curriculum norms are helpful? 

 
Our Actions/Data Collection (Slides 5-19) 
 

• First, we completed a book study of the Fundamental 5 with staff share-outs for each 
essential instructional practice.  (August – September) 

• Second, we completed a Nearpod Activity to collect staff input on effective instruction.  
(October) 

• Next, our Leadership Team met to review the collected data.  We looked for patterns in 
staff data to develop and create Instructional Framework Norms. (October)  



• Then, we created an Instructional Framework Norms resource poster for the staff and 
rolled out the norms to the staff. (November) 

• Next, our certified teachers took a Pre-Norms Survey to see how many of the norms 
they were already using. (November)  

Data Statements:  

• 100% of our Special Education teachers use the norms 3-5 days a week. 
• 100% of our Specials teachers do not use the norms. 
• 33% of our teachers use 6 or more out of the 7 norms during Reading Workshop. 
• 33.3% of our teachers use 9 or more out of the 12 norms during Guided Reading. 
• 50% of our teachers use 7 or more out of the 9 norms during Interactive Read Aloud. 
• 18.2% of our teachers use 9 or more out of 11 norms during Writing Workshop. 
• 50% of our teachers use 7 or more out of the 9 norms during Math Workshop. 
• 27.3% of our teachers use 5 or more out of 6 norms during Social Studies. 
• 36.4% of our teachers use 6 or more out of 7 norms during PLTW/Science. 

• Next, teachers started to intentionally use the curriculum norms to help plan and guide 
their instruction. (November, December, January, February) 

• During this process, teachers were asking to observe other teachers who felt that they 
were strong in specific instructional norm areas.   

• Names were added to the bottom of the Instructional Framework norms for a quick 
reference.   

• Our team created and introduced the Idea Bandit model so that teachers had the 
opportunity to observe each other.   

• As they observed each other, they completed an Idea Bandit Google form. 
• Teachers followed the following steps if they wanted to participate in the Idea Bandit 

process: 
• 1-They needed to think about what area of the Instructional Norms that they wanted to 

see in action. 
• 2-They needed to choose a colleague that they wanted to observe.    
• 3-They needed to email Mrs. Carroll with the Instructional Norm area and who they 

wanted to observe. 
• 4-Mrs. Carroll then helped arranged the time and got coverage for their room if it was 

necessary. 
• All efforts were made to try and make these observations occur during a teacher’s 

collaboration time as much as possible so that teachers did not have to miss 
instructional time with their students. 

• 5-Teachers that observed others were asked to fill out a Google form while they 
observed.   

• Ms. Wilder created quick surveys that teachers were required to fill out while they 
observed an Instructional Norm area.    Teachers were asked to fill it out by the end of 
the day that they completed the observation. 

 

 



• Next, we had certified teachers take the Post-Norms Survey. (March) 

 

Data Statements:  

• 100% of our Special Education teachers use the norms 3-5 days a week. (Stayed the same) 
• 33.3% of our Specials teachers are now using the norms. (Up 33.3 %) 
• 50% of our teachers use 6 or more out of the 7 norms during Reading Workshop. (Up 16.7%) 
• 92.9% of our teachers use 9 or more out of the 12 norms during Guided Reading. (Up 59.6%) 
• 100% of our teachers use 7 or more out of the 9 norms during Interactive Read Aloud. (Up 50%) 
• 44% of our teachers use 9 or more out of 11 norms during Writing Workshop.  (Up 25.8%) 
• 100% of our teachers use 7 or more out of the 9 norms during Math Workshop. (Up 50%) 
• 50% of our teachers use 5 or more out of 6 norms during Social Studies. (Up 22.7%) 
• 58.3% of our teachers use 6 or more out of 7 norms during PLTW/Science. (Up 21.9%) 

 

• Finally, our leadership team met and reviewed the post- curriculum norms survey 
results and discussed our next steps.    

 
Our Discoveries (Slide 20) 
 

 Learning Statement One:  Teachers appreciated having a voice in this process. 
o Many teachers voiced their appreciation for being able to give input as to what 

they felt was important for quality instruction in their classroom. 

 Learning Statement Two:  Teachers are utilizing the Idea Bandit Peer Observation 
opportunity. 

o In the very short time, we offered this to teachers, we had 11 teachers express 
interest and become Idea Bandits! 

 Learning Statement Three: Intentional instructional practices have improved due to clear 
expectations.    

o Here are a few statements from teachers that we collected on the Post-Norm 
survey to back up this learning statement. 

 I feel like the norms are working well to frame the expectations for classroom 
teachers. It makes it easy to look at these norms and be able to tell what I need to 
improve on/what I am missing from my lessons. They are very helpful and laid out 
in a way that I know exactly what is expected out of me as a teacher. 

 I feel good about the norms. I really like that this is the standard for instruction, and 
it helps me with my planning to help reach effectiveness while working within my 
room. 

 I feel like it is very helpful to self-assess my planning and assist me in understanding 
what more I can do to make it even better! 

 I think it is helpful to go through and look at each subject and check to see what is 
being accomplished for each subject or what needs to be more routinely covered 



for each subject. I feel like some subjects I feel confident that I am following the 
norms but can see that for other subjects I need to get into a better routine of 
using them to make my instruction better. 

 Learning Statement Four: Our new teachers wish they would have had this resource to 
start the year.  It has transformed their teaching.   

o I have personally witnessed/observed a teacher, who was 1 step away from 
being out on an improvement plan, use these the instructional norms faithfully 
and has had 3 effective observations in the last 4 months. 

 Learning Statement Five:  We learned that we need to continue to require these norms 
as a guide in the future.   

 
Where We Are Heading Next (Slide 21) 

We will continue to implement and require teachers to use the instructional norms moving 
forward as well as give them the opportunity to be an Idea Bandit. 

We will also be meeting with our special's teachers to do a more in-depth study of what 
expectations look like for them. 

We will implement Cross Grade Level Growth Teams for teachers to support one another in the 
norm area they feel the weakest in and want the most support in.  They will set goals as teams 
and help hold one another accountable.   

 
Bibliography (Slide 22) 
 

• Sean Cain and Mike Laird (May 2011). Fundamental Five – 5 Quality Instructional 
Practice for Effective Teaching. Create Space. 
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Angie Sibert & Kris Wilder



Background 
Leading to this 

Inquiry

• During the previous school 
year, we did a book study 
on the Fundamental 5.  We 
have been focusing on 
improving instructional 
strategies in the classroom.  
One problem teachers were 
facing was… How do they 
include the Fundamental 5 
practices with everything 
else that is required as part 
of their curriculum?



The purpose of our action inquiry was to help 
create a document that would help guide 

teachers as to what is expected during 
instruction in  various curriculum areas.

•



Our Wondering

In what ways can creating curriculum/instructional framework 
norms effect teacher instruction to implement deliberate 

practice and intentional teaching?

Sub questions:  

➢ What data do we want to collect that will 
impact instruction in classrooms?

➢ Will teacher input on effective instruction 
help build our schoolwide curriculum 
norms?

➢ What do we do once norms are created?  
What are our action steps (changes, 
innovations, or interventions that need 
to take place)?

➢ Will staff feel that the curriculum norms 
are helpful?



Our Actions/Data Collection

First, we completed a 
book study of the 

Fundamental 5 with staff 
share-outs for each 

essential instructional 
practice.

(August – September)

Second , we completed a 
Nearpod Activity to 
collect staff input on 
effective instruction .

(October)



Our 
Actions/Data 

Collection

Next, our
Leadership Team 
met to review the 
collected data.  
We looked for 
patterns in staff 
data to develop 
and create 
Instructional 
Framework 
Norms.

(October)



Our Actions/Data 
Collection

Then, we created an Instructional 
Framework Norms resource poster for the 
staff and rolled out the norms to the staff.

(November)

Posters are on the 

next 2 slides.







Our Actions/Data Collection

Next, our certified 
teachers took a Pre-
Norms Survey to see 

how many of the 
norms they were 

already using. 

(November)



Pre-Instructional 

Norms Survey 

Data
Data Statements: 
100% of our Special Education teachers use the norms 3-5 days a week.

100% of our Specials teachers do not use  the norms.

33% of our teachers use 6 or more out of the 7 norms during Reading Workshop.

33.3% of our teachers  use 9 or more out of the 12  norms during Guided Reading.

50% of our teachers use 7 or more out of the 9 norms during Interactive Read Aloud.

18.2% of our teachers use 9 or more out of 11 norms during Writing Workshop.

50% of our teachers use 7 or more out of the 9 norms during Math Workshop.

27.3% of our teachers use 5 or more out of 6 norms during Social Studies.

36.4% of our teachers use 6 or more out of 7 norms during PLTW/Science.



Our Actions/Data Collection

Next, teachers started to 
intentionally use the

curriculum norms to help 
plan and guide their 

instruction 

(November, December, 
January, February)



• During this process,  teachers 
were asking to observe other 
teachers who felt that they 
were strong in specific 
instructional norm areas.  

• Names were added to the 
bottom of the Instructional 
Framework norms for a quick 
reference.  

• Our team created and
introduced the Idea Bandit 
model so that teachers had the 
opportunity to observe each 
other.  

• As they observed each other, 
they completed an Idea Bandit  
Google form.



You can be an 

Idea Bandit!

1-Please think about what 
area of the Instructional 

Norms that you would like 
to see in action.

2-Choose a colleague 
that you want to 

observe.  

3-Email Jaime with the 
Instructional Norm area 
and who you would like 

to observe.

4-Jaime will arrange a 
time and get coverage 

for your room.

We will work to see if we can 
make these times happen 

during your collaboration time 
as much as we can so that you 
do not miss teaching time, but 

that might not always be 
possible.

5-If you choose to 
observe a colleague, you 
will be asked to fill out a 
Google form while you 

are observing.

Kris has created quick surveys 
that you will fill out while you 

are observing that Instructional 
Norm area.    Please fill out by 

the end of the day that you 
observe.





Our Actions/Data Collection

Next, we had
certified teachers 

take the Post-
Norms Survey 

(March)



Post-Instructional 

Norms Survey 

Data
Data Statements: 
100% of our Special Education teachers use the norms 3-5 days a week. ( Stayed the same)

33.3% of our Specials teachers are now using the norms. ( Up 33.3 %)

50% of our teachers use 6 or more out of the 7 norms during Reading Workshop. ( Up 16.7%)

92.9% of our teachers  use 9 or more out of the 12  norms during Guided Reading. (Up 59.6%)

100% of our teachers use 7 or more out of the 9 norms during Interactive Read Aloud. (Up 50%)

44% of our teachers use 9 or more out of 11 norms during Writing Workshop. (Up 25.8%)

100% of our teachers use 7 or more out of the 9 norms during Math Workshop. (Up 50%)

50% of our teachers use 5 or more out of 6 norms during Social Studies. (Up 22.7%)

58.3% of our teachers use 6 or more out of 7 norms during PLTW/Science. (Up 21.9%)



Staff Comments on 

Post- Norms Survey

• I feel like the norms are working well to frame the expectations for 
classroom teachers. It makes it easy to look at these norms and be able to 
tell what I need to improve on/what I am missing from my lessons. They are 
very helpful and laid out in a way that I know exactly what is expected out 
of me as a teacher.

• I feel good about the norms. I really like that this is the standard for 
instruction, and it helps me with my planning to help reach effectiveness 
while working within my room.

• I feel like it is very helpful to self-assess my planning and assist me in 
understanding what more I can do to make it even better!

• I think it is helpful to go through and look at each subject and check to see 
what is being accomplished for each subject or what needs to be more 
routinely covered for each subject. I feel like some subjects I feel confident 
that I am following the norms but can see that for other subjects I need to 
get into a better routine of using them to make my instruction better.



Our Actions/Data 

Collection

Finally, our team met 
and reviewed the 
post- curriculum 

norms survey results 
and discussed our 

next steps.   



1.  Teachers appreciated having a 
voice in this process.

2.   Teachers are utilizing the Idea 
Bandit Peer Observation 
opportunity.

3.  Intentional instructional practices 
have improved due to clear 
expectations.   

4.  Our new teachers wish they 
would have had this resource to 
start the year.  It has transformed 
their teaching.  

5.  We learned that we need to 
continue to require these norms as a 
guide in the future.  



We will continue to implement and require 

teachers to use the instructional norms 

moving forward as well as give them the 

opportunity to be an Idea Bandit.

We will be meeting with special's teachers to 

do a more in-depth study of what 

expectations look like for them.

We will implement Cross Grade Level Growth 

Teams for teachers to support one another in 

the norm area they feel the weakest in.  They 

will set goals as teams and help hold one 

another accountable.  
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